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Tho pao?amotor ojt for olecirons in a PIG type magneto pla>sma has 
boon determined experimentally. From the measured values of 
COT, tho offoctivo collision frequency Ve for electrons has been evaluated 
for two pressures (1.1 xU)-® and 2.8X10"® Torr) in argon gas. The. 
values of cor and v̂ , found by us, although agrĉ e in order of magnitude! 
with the values calculated for electron-neutral collisions, show an\ 
unusual dependence on the applied magnetic field. I t  is probable' 
that the obstu’ved depedoncti arises due to the restriction of electron ' 
motion ])orpeudicular to the magnetic field.

1. I ntrodction

Tho product of gyj'ofreqiiency and collision moan free time, cur, for charged 
parti({l(is in a plasma in presence oF magnetic field is an important parameter. 
The transport j)roperties of su(h a magneto plasma depend largely on the values 
of 0)7. For COT <  1 the plasma is (jollision dominated and in the reverse case, 
co7 >  1 , the effect of gyroradius prodominate^s. Urttrally this parameter cut is 
determined from the known values of co and t. In one case, Urazakov Si 
Granoviski (1962) liave made a direct det(\rmination of the values of cot for 
electrons and ions in a positive column plasma in a longitudinal magnetic field. 
From the measured values of cot these authors have also estimated the electron- 
neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies (v̂ n, Hn) wlucli agree satisfactorily 
with those calculated from the collision cross-section data.

In the present experiment we have extended these measurements to th(‘- 
(lase of plasma in crossed electric and magnetic fields as obtained in a PIG dis
charge. Since in the usual operating range the PIG contains large fractions 
of noise and instabilities, we have used the discharge in such regions of pressure 
and magnetic field where the discharge is known to be fairly stable and the con
tribution due to tho instabilities is negligible. In  th ^  following sections we 
describe briefly our experimental study of cut.

2. M e t h o d

When a cylixxdrical plasma column is subjected to a uniform axial magnetic 
field, in addition to the radial diffusion the charged particles in the column experi
ence a transverse diffusion in the azimuthal direction. The velocities Vf and v̂
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of the radial and azimuthal diffusion of elections or ions in the plasma column are 
given, respectively, by the following expressions derived by Chapman & Cowling 
(1953)

Vr ^  ® / rt I dn\ 1
~   ̂m I  ̂ e n dr) 1 + a

and a e / « kT I dn\ I 
m e n dr) 1 +wV* ’

1 +  wV ’ 

1
l + c

(1)

(2)

where Er is the radial electric field, Ijn.dnldr the relative radial density gradient, 
k the Boltzmann constant, e the electronic charge and m, w and r arc, res
pectively, the moss, temporatme, gyrofrequoncy and collision free time of the 
charged species.

It can bo seen in oqs, (1 ) and (2) that Vr and Vq are related to each other by

Vg =  coTVr. (3)
Noŵ  since the radial and azimuthal current densities are given by Jr — neVf 
and Jg =  nevg — oyrneVr, wo have

JgjJr =  COT. (4)

Thus the quantity cut can bo directly determined, if we can measure the 
radial and azimuthal diffusion currents in the plasma column by means of suitable 
electrical probes. Measuring cor in this manner and knowing oj we can then find 
the effective collision mean free time r or the mean frequency r — r"  ̂for electrons 
ajid ions. For weakly ionised plasma, the okuctron-oloctron and electron-ion 
collisions are infrequent and, therefore, the value of t  or p obtained in this case 
will represent those for the electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions.

3 .̂ E x p e r i m e n t

The experiment was carried out in a cold cathode PIG (Philips Ionization 
Gauge) discharge using a number of directed electrical probes. Figure 1 gives 
a schematic representation of the experimental set up. The discharge tube 
consists of a 5 cm. dia. and 50 cm long pyrex glass tube fitted with Wo pairs 
of water cooled cathodes and anodes (J5T, A) at its two ends and having six side 
tubes for probes, vacuum connections, gas inflow and pressure gauges. The 
discharge tube was operated in presence of the longitudinal magnetic field pro
vided by the solenoid magnet (M). The PIG system was constructed by us 
for studying problems related to the magnetic confinement of plasma. This type 
of discharge is usually operated in the low pressure region (<  1 X10̂ ® Torr) for 
plasma studies. In order to avoid the inclusion of non collisional effects in the 
CUT measurements, the present experiment was carried out at pressures above
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1 X  lO-"* Torr, where the critical magnetic field for the onset of instabilities is fairly 
high, about 1 K.Gauss.

The azimuthal and radial diffusion currents were measured, respectively, 
by the two directed probes Pq and Pr placed at the same radial distance from the 
axis of the discharge. The azimuthal probe Pq is a twin plane probe with its 
collecting faces oppositely directed and the near faces separated by a thin insulat
ing layer. The two collecting faces of Pq were operated at the common bias 
voltages and the value of azimuthal current density was found from the difference 
in the currents registered on the two faces, =  J(0)—J(7t). The radial probe 
Pr is a small area plane probe 1 mm. dia.) with its collecting face perpendicular 
to the radial direction. At its wall or floating potential this probe collects equal 
amounts of ion and electron currents as radial ambipolar diffusion current, 
Jr^ = Jr.. (Loeb 1955). For the value of Jr (+  or —) the value of the ion satura
tion current of Pr was taken because Pr will collect this amount of ion and an 
equal amount of electron current when biased for the floating potential.

Measuring and Jr by the above procedure the corresponding values of 
wr and v were then estimated for different values of gas jiressure and magnetic 
field. Table i gives several examples of our measurements for the electron 
component of the PIG plasma in weakly ionized condition. The gas used was 
argon. In table 2 are shown tho values of the collision frequency ve estimated 
from the data in table 1 and also the calculated frequency Vo from collision cross- 
section data (Brown 1956) for comparison. The value of electron velocity v



iioooaHary for th© calculation of vc was estimated from the measurement) of oloctron 
temperature Te in the discharge using the Langmuir probe in figure 1 .

Table 1. Measured and calculated values of cut
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P  B  Jr  COT
(Torr) (Gauss) (mA. cm" )̂ (mA. om“2) (Measured)

COT

(Cal)

2 .8 x l0 “3 370 120.40 7.22 16.67 8.75
510 104.70 6.70 15.63 12.06
000 94.22 6.02 16.66 14.19
860 89.00 5.86 15.19 20.10

1040 57.58 4.97 11.58 24.68

1 .1 X 370 125.63 4.20 29.91 17.81
610 120.40 3.30 36.48 24.56
600 120.40 3.04 39.60 28.88
860 115.16 2.77 41.57 40.92

1040 94.22 2.62 36.96 49.91

Talde 2. Effective collision frequency ve from cut measurements and calculated 
electron-neutral frequency vc.

P
(Torr)

B
(Gauss) ( X 10®c/s.) ( X 10®c/s.) ( X 10®c/s.)

2 .8 x  lO-i” 370 1.04 0.62
610 1.43 0.91
600 1.68 1.07 1.18
860 2.38 1.57

1040 2.90 2.50 ,

l . l x  10-= 370 1.04 0.35
610 1.43 0.39
600 1.68 0.42 0.5S
860 2.38 0.57

1040 2.90 0.81

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In the previous sections (2 & 3) we have described a procedure for deter
mining experimentally the values of cut and v, and presented some of our results 
obtained with its help in the case of a weakly ionized PIG  discharge. By using 
the same method Urazakov &; Granoviski (1962) had found the values of electron- 
neutral and ion-neutral collision frequencies which agree satisfactorily with, those 
calculated from the collision cross-section data. Our measurements shown 
in tables 1 and 2 , although generally agree with the collision data, reveal one 
interesting feature of the electron component of the plasma. The measured value
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of CUT for olocirons at a given pressure, intead of increasing with the increase of 
the magnetic field, remains almost constant up to about 1 K.Gauss and then 
shows a tendency of decrease (table 1). Our finding suggests that the effective 
collision mean free time for electrons is decreasing and the frequency vc is 
increasing with the increase of the magnetic field.

As to the reason for the above behaviour of the electron component of the 
plasma, two possibilities, may be considered. The fiist one is the influence of the 
plasma instabilities and the second possibility is the restriction of the election 
motion perpendicular to the magnetic field. The PIG  discharge in which wo 
have carried out the present study is known to behave differently in different 
pressure region. The discharge operates in a stable manner in the low pressure 
region below about 10“  ̂ Torr where it is used as a gauge for measuring i low 
pressures. In the region between 10”  ̂ and 10'^ Torr, the discharge is mq|stly 
dominated by noise and instabiliitios which start appearing at almost the smaHest 
value of the magnetic field (100 G or so) at which the discharge could be main
tained* At pressures above 10“  ̂ Torr the PTG operation is again stable, noŜ se 
and instabilities contributing only at high values of the magnetic field ( ~  1 KG 
and more). Since we have operated the discharge at its stable mode at pressures 
above Torr and magnetic field below the critical value for the onset of instabi
lities, we can ignore the possibility that the plasma instabilities are causing the 
effect found by us. Our measurements of rf signals in the same PIG plasma 
have shown that, for pressures above 1 X10"^ Torr, appreciable noise emission 
takes place only at magnetic field above about 1 K.Gauss. In a siinilar set up 
Briffod et al (1964) had found values of the critical magnetic field for the onsent 
of instabilities which agree with our observations. Thus in our case, instabilities 
could influence only our measured cor at 1040 G, and other values of cot for lower 
magnetic fields are free from the effect of instabilities.

The hindrance of electron motion perpendicular to the magnetic field is the 
other possibility of the observed effect. In order to interpret the effect of a 
perpendicular magnetic field in electrical discharges an equivalent electric field 
(Allis 1956) or an equivalent pressure (Blovin & Haydon 1958) concept has been 
used. Following Allis (1956), Heylen & Bunting (1969) have shown that the 
previously assumed constant electron collision frequency changes not only with 
the electron energy but also with the applied magnetic field. In their paper, 
these authors have given the calculated values of tli,e electron collision frequency 
according to tire equivalent field approach for successive values of the magnetic 
field. Those values show that the electron collision frequency increases appre
ciably with the increase of the magnetic field oven when the average energy of 
the electrons remains unaltered. This theoretical finding of Heylen and Bunting, 
therefore, agrees with our measurements reported here.
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We co^clude from our present experiment that the measurement of tlie rachal 
and azimuthal diffusion currents in a magneto plasma provides a suitable method 
for determining wt and v for charged particles, which yielded for our case of the 
electrons in a crossed field PIG discharge the values of these pai'ametcrs agreeing 
in order of magnitude with the corresponding values computed from the colli
sion theory. Further, our observation of a nearly constant cur and hence m  
increasing value of the effective electron collision frequency v for both the pres
sures (1.1x10“*̂ and 2 .8 x 10 ®̂ Torr) investigated arises possibly as an (iffect of 
the confining magnetic field which can be interpreted in terms of th,e equivalent 
field approach as extended by Hoylen & Bunting (1969).
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